ABOUT THIS REPORT

This report is intended to highlight outstanding examples of major scientific accomplishments emerging from 40 years of Basic Energy Sciences (BES) research support, including how these discoveries have helped fulfill the Department of Energy’s mission and have led to new technologies and industries that contribute to American innovation and prosperity. By examining past successes, this report seeks to illuminate guiding strategies and approaches that will be critical to ensuring future U.S. leadership.
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High Performance Computing is now an essential tool for cutting-edge science, for national security applications, and throughout industry. Critical to U.S. success in this area has been the development of specialized software for specific types of problems that can distribute the computations across tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of processing units and manage the data flow between them. The Department of Energy’s Basic Energy Sciences office played a critical early role in such software development—to model chemical reactions, to analyze the properties of complex materials such as metal alloys, and to simulate combustion (which involves modeling the flow of air and fuel and, simultaneously, the chemistry of combustion). Shown on the cover is a snapshot of a supercomputer simulation of combustion done by Jackie Chen and Yuki Minamoto of Sandia National Laboratories, one of many undertaken to understand the processes that control how fuel burns when injected into an engine. Over the last two decades, such simulations combined with laboratory experiments have helped automotive engineers dramatically reduce pollutant emissions from diesel engines while also improving their energy efficiency.
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Basic Energy Sciences (BES) supports fundamental research to understand, predict, and ultimately control matter and energy at the electronic, atomic, and molecular levels. This provides the foundation for new energy technologies and supports DOE missions in energy, environment, and national security. The BES program also plans, constructs, and operates major scientific user facilities to serve researchers from universities, national laboratories, and private institutions.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 1977, the Department of Energy established an office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES) to support fundamental research in areas pertinent to DOE missions. In the 40 years since its founding, BES has grown substantially, supporting both individual researchers and interdisciplinary teams of researchers at universities and national laboratories. It engages with the scientific community through an extensive network of advisory committees that help BES to identify high priority problems or areas of opportunity. BES has also created unique shared research facilities, open to all scientists, which have become a distinctive feature of the U.S. research effort and have greatly increased the productivity of university, federal, and industrial research efforts. BES collaborates closely with other federal research agencies, including other DOE offices focused on applied research. Such research often builds on new scientific knowledge generated by BES and advances it toward commercial technologies. In all, BES represents a bet on the future—a significant federal investment in new knowledge.

What has been the return on that investment? This report, although not intended to be comprehensive, provides key examples of major technological, commercial, and national security impacts directly traceable to BES-supported basic science. These examples show how BES-sponsored research and unique BES facilities have supported primary DOE programs in national security, clean energy technology, environmental stewardship, critical materials, and high-performance computing. In many instances, these examples also show how the new knowledge generated has boosted industrial productivity in clean energy, petrochemical, automotive, semiconductor, pharmaceutical, and basic materials sectors. They illustrate the importance of BES-supported basic science in catalyzing emerging high priority areas such as nanotechnology and quantum computing.

In many instances, basic research undertaken for one purpose has had unanticipated and major impact in other areas. Research to understand how the metal components of a bomb deform in an explosion has led to stronger but lighter metals used in automotive bumpers and frames and to new alloys able to withstand higher temperatures and enable greater efficiencies in a coal-fired power plant (Tough Stuff). Curiosity-driven investigations of the mysterious phenomenon of superconductivity led to radio frequency filters critical to today’s mobile telecom networks (Making Superconductivity Useful). BES research also led to the first manmade, macroscopic device capable of exhibiting multiple quantum states, a development that today underlies one of the leading approaches to quantum computers (Quantum Computing).

BES supports teams of scientists working on a common problem through Energy Frontier Research Centers and at a larger scale through Energy Innovation Hubs (see box 1), but retains a strong focus on supporting individual university-based investigators. The reason is the amazing—and often unexpected—discovery of new knowledge and new research techniques such scientists produce, in addition to their service on BES advisory panels and their role in training the next generation of scientists. One example (How One Scientist Can Make a Difference) illustrates the phenomenon.

Another example of the creativity of individual investigators documents the development of specialized molecules called catalysts that have enabled more efficient synthesis of organic compounds such as those found in plastics, cleaner and more environmentally friendly chemical production processes, and the ability to create novel materials. The research took a long time—several decades—but led to a Nobel Prize for two university-based scientists; it also transformed the petrochemical industry. Yet these outcomes could not have been foreseen when BES support for this research began. Both scientists say the consistency of BES support over the long haul was critical to success (Transforming the Chemical Industry).

Bragging rights to the world’s fastest computers have belonged to China for the past several years, with the U.S. seeming to slip behind. This matters, because so
many areas—national security, modeling chemical processes or material structures, artificial intelligence applications—now depend on very fast computers. However, raw speed is not the only consideration. Equally important is the specialized software needed to make practical use of the hundreds of thousands of individual processors found in the current generation of supercomputers. That is where the U.S. has an enormous advantage—in significant part because BES began supporting the development of such software back in the 1980s, leading to broader federal and industrial efforts (The High-Stakes Race in High-Performance Computing).

When the fundamentally new field of nanoscale science emerged as a national priority, BES developed specialized research centers that enabled academic researchers from many fields to get involved, as well as supporting a wide range of basic research. The result has been an outpouring of novel technologies, from the tiny semiconductor crystals called quantum dots that produce the vivid colors in the current generation of TV screens to unique materials that enable 3-D printing of a lithium battery the size of a grain of sand (Nanoscience: How to Invent a Whole New Field). Earlier BES had developed similar shared research facilities for X-ray probes a million times more intense than those in dental offices—able to penetrate materials and help identify their structure atom by atom—and for neutron probes able to “see” inside an operating engine or characterize a material’s magnetic properties. Used by industry as well as academic scientists, these facilities, located at DOE National Laboratories (see box 2)—and the culture of cooperation they engender—have not only transformed U.S. science but played a major role in supporting U.S. economic prosperity for the past 40 years (Shared Research Facilities: A Key Source of U.S. Scientific and Industrial Leadership). One specific example of this comes from the pharmaceutical industry. As biological research increasingly focused on individual molecules and their role in the body, it turned out unexpectedly that the BES X-ray probes were critical to analyzing their structure—leading to multiple Nobel Prizes. Moreover, a cooperative of major pharma companies paid for and use a set of beamlines at a BES X-ray facility to screen more than 20,000 drug candidates a year, resulting in hundreds of potential new drugs now in clinical trials. The pharma cooperative reports that about 85 percent of its members’ drug development effort is based on access to these high intensity X-ray tools (Transforming Biological Science and Biomedical Practice).

Continued technology innovation is central to U.S. economic competitiveness. Innovating Clean Energy Technologies with Materials Science illustrates how DOE has managed an innovation pipeline that successfully does just that. The process connected BES-supported fundamental research to applied research and then to impending commercialization of advanced lithium ion batteries (for U.S.-manufactured electric cars), fuel cells (to power new hydrogen-fueled, emission-free vehicles built in the U.S.), and “smart” windows that can adjust their transparency to save energy. A similar process—an interaction between basic and applied research spanning several decades—led to advanced solar cells and to today’s LED lights that use 85 percent less energy than incandescent bulbs, last 25 times as long, and have the potential to save U.S. consumers a huge portion of the electricity used for lighting (Leveraging Semiconductor Science for Clean Energy Technologies).

A key DOE mission is the environmental management of huge quantities of radioactive waste left behind by wartime and subsequent production of nuclear weapons. BES-supported basic research stretching over two decades has led to an elegant new cleanup technology that will save over a billion dollars (Cleaning Up Nuclear Wastes). Moreover, the central piece of that methodology—how to identify and separate out specific molecules—is now at the heart of a major new DOE applied research effort aimed at establishing a secure U.S. source of critical materials essential to national defense and a number of key industries.


BES RESEARCH STRATEGY AND EVOLVING FUNDING MODELS

The Office of Basic Energy Sciences launched a grand strategic experiment in 2002: calling together research thinkers and leaders from national laboratories, universities and industry to analyze the energy challenges and opportunities for the nation over the next decade and beyond. That initial meeting led to more than a dozen Basic Research Needs Workshops focused on visionary early stage basic research in materials, chemistry, geoscience, and bioscience.

The workshops challenge the best thinkers in the energy community to look beyond the frontiers of science to imagine new directions enabled by the latest discoveries and tools. The resulting Basic Research Needs reports not only shape the scientific trajectory of BES, they inspire the community to embrace the most promising and impactful new directions. The collective wisdom of the nation’s research community has been an unfailing guide to the most exciting and game-changing new science directions. The workshops and reports have provided guidance for breakthrough advances that led to new energy technologies—batteries for electric vehicles, for example, or versatile, high-efficiency lighting—and help keep the nation on the frontier of global competitiveness.

The Basic Research Needs Workshops have created new directions not only in science but also in how science is funded. In 2002 the major funding modality was single investigators at universities and small groups at national laboratories. These efforts encouraged the brilliance of individual thinkers on ripe topics and led to groundbreaking discoveries recognized by Nobel Prizes and other prestigious awards. More complex energy challenges such as high temperature superconductivity and semiconductors for solar cells and light emitting diodes required a larger effort beyond the scope of a single investigator. The community recognized this need and recommended, through the Basic Research Needs Workshops, a coordinated, multi-institutional funding modality that became the Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRCs). These bring together world-leading researchers at multiple institutions using the latest tools and techniques and have significantly advanced the frontiers of solar energy, computational materials design, chemical separation, superconductivity, materials under extreme environments, and bio-inspired energy materials, among others.

The Energy Innovation Hubs initiated in 2011 take the strategic research developed by EFRCs to a new level. The Hubs focus on the most timely and important science challenges, where a field shows such high promise that accelerated advances will lead to rapid and widespread economic and societal benefit. Battery energy storage and artificial photosynthesis are two of these areas, where overcoming key basic science barriers will enable rapid development of new technologies such as inexpensive, reliable renewable electricity and fossil-free combustion fuels. The challenges in Hub science are so far-reaching and interdisciplinary that they require dream teams of top researchers at many institutions, working to a deliberate, continuously updated strategy to produce compelling scientific outcomes.

The BES Basic Research Needs Workshops have proven their worth in the 15+ years since their launch in 2002. BES and the community have regularly refined the workshop process to improve vision, impact, and guidance. The Workshops have led to turning points in the nation’s energy R&D trajectory, revealing promising new science opportunities that otherwise may have gone unappreciated. The stories in this report highlight some of these critical successes.

DOE NATIONAL LABORATORIES

BES shared research facilities are located at—and have become an integral part of—DOE national laboratories. As such, they both enhance the capabilities of the National Laboratories and benefit from their scientific and technical staff as well as their overall management capabilities.

Most DOE national laboratories began in World War II as the Manhattan Engineer district of the U.S. Army, but were handed over to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in 1947 and subsequently to the Department of Energy. Unlike most other federal research and development activities, the DOE laboratories have largely been run as Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) through Management and Operations (M&O) contracts which allow DOE to partner with universities, non-profit organizations, and businesses—providing the flexibility needed to operate these laboratories on the frontier of science and technology while safely stewarding federal R&D resources.

The scale and scope of the national laboratories enable them to launch coherent multidisciplinary attacks on large-scale, complex problems, with an emphasis on translating basic science to innovation. They collaborate with universities and industry to develop and deploy scientific and technological solutions that meet national needs ranging from national security to energy independence to national competitiveness. As such, the DOE national laboratories collectively constitute a national intellectual asset that has served the U.S. remarkably well for more than sixty years. In particular, they play a critical role for the overall U.S. basic research capacity as hosts of the BES shared research facilities.
Principal Findings

The illustrative examples listed above support the principal findings of this report. These findings include:

> BES has developed a distinctive community-driven, strategic planning process to identify and implement the most compelling and impactful early-stage basic research opportunities for the nation. The strategic planning process obtains input from the community at several levels: grand challenge and basic research needs workshops for science initiatives; review of program effectiveness at a high level by the Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee (BESAC); and Committees of Visitors to review internal processes.

> BES has created large-scale scientific user facilities that are essential for research at the frontiers of physics, chemistry, materials science, and biology. The relationship between the BES facilities, the national laboratories where they are located, and the individual university, laboratory, and industrial researchers who use them is symbiotic. Novel ideas and capabilities from each part of the system expand upon those available in the others. The facilities are collaborative meeting places for science, where advances in one area fertilize those in another. BES has maintained a healthy balance of support for facilities and research.

> The coupling between programs and facilities is a characteristic of BES that was pioneered in the U.S. In other countries, facilities are often built and operated in more of a service mode and do not have as strong a coupling to agency science. While the BES facilities are open to serve missions of other agencies and industry—and do so in important ways—the strong DOE mission linkage drives innovation in the facilities and instrumentation and enhances their scientific value. BES support of strong laboratory research programs co-located with its major facilities has proven successful in driving both ongoing facility performance and mission-driven scientific outcomes.

> The BES approach of investing in fundamental research and the development of new tools and capabilities creates a foundation for addressing new scientific opportunities and mission challenges. The time horizon for technological impact of fundamental research is often measured in decades—as is the period of relevance for new tools that can solve a diverse set of problems. This highlights the value of the BES practice of sustained support for research.

> The BES and DOE missions have driven the evolution of funding models for research programs. New models like the Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRC) have their origin in the nature of the problems being tackled—solving the scientific barriers to key energy technologies. The complexity and scale of these problems require a larger number of approaches and the involvement of researchers with diverse skills and expertise. Nonetheless, the single investigator working at a university with her students and postdocs, or the small group working at a national lab, will continue to be critical sources of creativity and new scientific discoveries.

> BES has leveraged investments in technologies developed by the High Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics programs in creating the research facilities it operates. To maintain international leadership, its next-generation facilities will require new technologies, components of which will likely be developed within other programs. Similar benefits accrue from the partnerships with the Biological and Environmental Research and Advanced Scientific Computing Research programs. The ultimate impact on the DOE mission comes, as it has in the past, when BES fun-
fundamental research leads to applications developed by applied energy and national security programs of DOE. Furthermore, through its user facilities, BES has provided capabilities for research that can also support the missions of other agencies—including NSF, NIH, and DOD. These synergies between programs and agencies have resulted in improved efficiencies by building on each agency’s expertise and by optimized use of resources, leading to accelerated scientific advances.

Recommendation

As these findings illustrate, BES has been very successful in pursuing its mission over the last 40 years. As global competition in science intensifies, especially in those fields which are included in the BES portfolio, there will be great challenges in making the next 40 years as successful as the last. We recommend that BES be bold in choosing new research and facilities to support and experimenting with new funding mechanisms where appropriate.
LEVERAGING SEMICONDUCTOR SCIENCE FOR CLEAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

Keeping the lights on in the United States consumes 350 billion kilowatt hours of electricity annually. Most of that light still comes from incandescent bulbs, which haven’t changed much since Thomas Edison invented them 140 years ago. But now a dramatically more efficient lighting technology is seeing rapid adoption: semiconductor devices known as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) use 85 percent less energy than incandescent bulbs, last 25 times as long, and have the potential to save U.S. consumers a huge portion of the electricity now used for lighting.

How we generate electricity is also changing. The costs of solar cells that convert light from the sun into electricity have come down dramatically over the past decade. As a result, solar power installations have grown rapidly, and in 2016 accounted for a significant share of all the new electrical

High-performance solar power plant in Alamosa, Colorado. It generates electricity with multi-layer solar cells, developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, that absorb and utilize more of the sun’s energy. 
(Dennis Schroeder / National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
generating capacity installed in the U.S. This grid-scale power market is dominated by silicon solar cells, using manufacturing techniques pioneered by the electronics industry for making computer chips. In addition, new markets are emerging for solar cells with much higher efficiencies—more complex cells based on advanced semiconductor science that require novel production methods. Such cells may soon power the growing number of sensors and other smart devices in cars, consumer products, and buildings.

These energy-saving or generating techniques all have roots in the semiconductor technology that spawned the IT revolution. But they required years of additional fundamental and applied research to enable commercial technologies.

Solar cells are semiconductor devices that, when they absorb sunlight, generate electrons that can be collected to produce an electrical current. The challenge has been to improve the efficiency with which solar cells convert sunlight to electricity and to reduce their cost for commercial applications. Initially, solar cell production techniques borrowed heavily from the semiconductor industry. Silicon solar cells are built on wafers cut from ingots of crystalline silicon, just as are the chips that drive computers. Production costs have dropped dramatically—which is why silicon solar cells continue to dominate the industry. However, several decades of basic and applied research supported by DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office and other DOE programs has led to several new families of more efficient solar cells. Some, such as the cadmium telluride cells manufactured by First Solar, are already commercial products.

Of particular interest for the emerging new high efficiency solar cell markets, however, are multi-layer cells that combine two, three, or more thin layers, each of a different semiconductor material. These exploit the fact that sunlight spans a range of wavelengths—from high energy ultraviolet through visible wavelengths to lower energy infrared—and any one material absorbs and converts only a portion of those wavelengths. A multi-layer cell composed of the right combination of materials can capture far more energy—and indeed, some have shown efficiencies close to 45 percent (as compared to silicon at 25 percent, both under laboratory conditions). High-efficiency cells have long been deployed to power satellites and spacecraft, including the Mars Rover. But creating such cells for widespread use on the ground involves unique complexity: combining materials with different electronic and structural properties is not easy; manufacturing them is harder still.

The research on multi-layer cells began in the early days of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). BES supported theoretical work and advanced instrumentation needed to characterize the semiconductor materials. The Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) office supported more applied work aimed at actually building multi-layer cells. But the NREL staff was small at that time, and both sets of researchers shared the same coffee machine, so a unique collaboration was born. That collaboration enabled the researchers first to understand and eventually to control the properties of a compound semiconductor material called gallium indium phosphide, and then to combine it with gallium arsenide—resulting in the first multi-layer cell.

![Structure of a multi-layer solar cell](National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
LEDs essentially reverse the solar cell process. When a voltage is applied across an LED, electrons from one side of the semiconductor device and holes (missing electrons) from the other side combine to release energy in the form of light. LEDs have no filaments to burn out, unlike incandescent lights, and produce far less heat—which accounts for their long lifetimes and high efficiencies. LEDs are now found in many kinds of devices: they form the numbers on digital clocks, indicate when appliances are turned on, and collected together can illuminate traffic lights or form images on a TV screen.

For conventional lighting, however, white light is needed. An important breakthrough that transformed LED research occurred in the late 1980s when Japanese scientists made the first devices that emitted blue light, using another compound semiconductor material, indium gallium nitride, also far more complex than silicon. Blue light is critical, because it can be converted into red, yellow, and green light by passing it through wavelength converters—and then combined to form white light. The potential for semiconductor-based—or solid state—lighting was recognized but not widely accepted by industry until much later, although the discovery did set off an explosion of research. The challenge was to understand how these novel LEDs worked, to improve their design, and to perfect the complex method by which they are manufactured—a method that involves depositing a thin layer of the compound materials on a supporting substance while precisely controlling its chemistry.

Over the following several decades, while DOE’s EERE office supported applied work, several types of BES-supported basic research were critical:

> First, the science underlying the deposition process to make it accurate enough to produce a reliable product;
> Second, work on the underlying mechanisms that enable efficient light emission, despite the presence of defects and other complicating factors;
> Third, on-going work to incorporate a new nanotechnology called quantum dots (see Nanoscience chapter) into solid state lighting to replace the wavelength converters, increasing the overall efficiency still further and enabling more precise control of colors.
Semiconductor devices known as light-emitting diodes are not only very efficient, but can also be “tuned” to emit light of different colors for different purposes—“warm” white light for human residential use, or “cooler” white light that helps plants grow optimally for indoor agricultural use. (Zhang Sheng / Shutterstock.com)

As a result, scientists working in universities, national laboratories, and industry have been able to tailor the semiconductor materials used to make LEDs in ways that enable them to produce light of different colors, more efficiently, and eventually with the high-intensity light needed for many commercial applications. New light-emitting materials, such as organic LEDs, have also been developed that show promise for the future.

Together these efforts along with more applied research helped catalyze the emergence of a strong U.S. solid state lighting industry. Indeed, over the last decade, DOE has supported over 200 research projects on solid state lighting including LEDs, which in turn have led to more than 270 patents awarded or applied for and a large and growing new industry with countless numbers of new high-efficiency lighting products.

The advantages of solid state lighting are many. LEDs are far more efficient—the best commercial devices now convert electricity into light with an efficiency 10 times greater than a traditional incandescent bulb (15 times greater for advanced LEDs still under development). Because of their long lifetimes, LED lights are also more cost-efficient. They can also be “tuned” electronically to modify the color or intensity of the light for specific applications—a warm light for human use, a harsher light for outdoor security applications, still other characteristics to optimize plant growth for indoor agriculture. Even though market penetration is still in the early stages, U.S. energy savings from solid state lighting in 2016 amounted to more than one-third of the electricity previously used for lighting. Adoption of solid state lighting is now so rapid that it is expected to dominate the lighting industry within another decade, marking one of the fastest technology shifts in history. Estimates are that this semiconductor technology will save U.S. electricity consumers as much as 85 percent of their lighting bill by 2035.
TOUGH STUFF

EXTREME MATERIALS for EXTREME CHALLENGES

If you’re going to make bombs, and you want them to perform predictably and reliably, then you want to know how the materials they are made of behave under extreme conditions. Metals such as steel or aluminum or plutonium are not uniform throughout: they have microstructure—various ways the metal grains are connected at the microscopic level. And it is the microstructure that determines their behavior—how they deform in an explosion or an automobile collision, how they fail at high temperatures. The microstructure, in turn, is influenced both by the composition of the material, by how it is processed or formed into useful parts, and by how the material ages.

An unarmed B61-12 gravity bomb, part of the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile, undergoing tests. (Sandia National Laboratories)
Very little was known about such questions when the Basic Energy Sciences (BES) program of DOE was created in 1977. Responding to a clear national security need to better understand how materials deform—for both nuclear weapons and conventional bombs—BES initiated what turned out to be four decades of fundamental research into the microstructure of materials. National security was not the only challenge: coal-fired power plants and steam boilers also push materials to their limits, and both could operate at higher efficiencies if their materials could withstand higher temperatures. Nuclear power plants put materials under intense radiation that can damage them and potentially shorten the useful lifetimes of these expensive facilities.

The BES research program studied many different metals and metal alloys. With the specialized tools at BES shared research facilities (see Shared Research Facilities chapter), the materials were probed with intense X-rays to map the microstructures; analyzed with neutrons to measure the microstructure alignment and the exact positions of atoms even deep inside the metal; imaged with electron microscopes; and studied with some additional, novel methods developed in the course of the research. Individual investigators at universities and scientists at DOE national laboratories played major roles.

What has emerged is a whole new science capable of predicting how materials deform, how they age, how they fail, and how to make them stronger. Materials scientists have developed new alloys now used commercially around the world and new metal processing techniques that remove defects and problematic microstructures. The impact of this new “tough stuff” science includes:

> A computer program, or code, that can simulate material behavior—the so-called visco-plastic deformation code—which is routinely used both for national security purposes and throughout the U.S. manufacturing industry. Bomb makers and car makers use the same code to test how new weapon designs will work and how a new lightweight bumper on a Chevy truck will perform in a crash.

> A second type of code can simulate how processing materials by such techniques as casting or cold rolling or machining could affect their microstructure.

As the U.S. sets out to upgrade its infrastructure, the ability to design and manufacture materials that are stronger, lighter, and better able to resist corrosion will repay the investment in materials research many times over.
and hence their behavior. For example, cold rolling of steel plate, if done in a certain way, produces more uniform steel with much-reduced defects, so that it is stronger. That means less steel is needed—a thinner piece will do. The code applies to many different metals and alloys and has found very widespread use in steel plants and other metal-forming facilities. It has had a major economic impact on industry, enabling the widespread use of lighter but stronger materials in cars, airplanes, and many other applications, such as the new Ford F-150 pickup that uses aluminum, not steel, for the body.

> Steel is no longer just steel. As a result of the growing knowledge about how the composition of steel affects its microstructure and hence its properties, steel and other metals are now “tuned” for specific applications. For example, chrome-molybdenum steel is a super-strong alloy developed from BES research and used worldwide in coal-fired power plants, in pressure vessels, and in other energy production processes for its ability to withstand higher operating temperatures, which increase power plant efficiency. Chrome-molybdenum steel is also used in bicycles, cars, and airplanes.

> Nuclear reactors were originally licensed for a 40-year lifetime, in part because of concerns about the embrittlement and stress cracking of the reactor vessel’s steel from nearly constant exposure to intense radiation. But greater understanding of the embrittlement and stress cracking process from the BES research effort has allowed regulatory authorities to extend nuclear power plant operating licenses to 60 years, with 80-year licenses under consideration. Some experts believe that a 100-year operating life will be possible for next-generation nuclear power plants, using improved steels.

A very unique materials problem that BES took on concerned plutonium, a key ingredient in nuclear weapons. Plutonium has a split personality—it comes in brittle and ductile forms, and if you try to machine a bomb part with brittle plutonium, it shatters. BES-supported research found that the cause of this duality stems not from plutonium’s microstructure, but from its chemical bonding. It turns out that plutonium’s electrons can form two kinds of bonds, one leading to the ductile form and one to the brittle form. Once this subtle phenomenon was understood, researchers found ways to nudge plutonium into a reliably ductile form by alloying it with a small amount of the metal gallium—making life much easier for the nation’s nuclear warhead-makers.

As the U.S. sets out to upgrade its infrastructure—from bridges and ports to power plants and the towers that carry the electric power grid—the ability to design and manufacture materials that are stronger, lighter, and better able to resist corrosion will repay the ongoing investment in materials research many times over.

The nation’s nuclear stockpile is also aging—currently-deployed weapons are well past their intended lifetimes, raising questions about aging phenomena and associated radiation damage. Updating the weapons stockpile will also require new manufacturing practices, because changes in technology and regulations mean that weapons materials cannot be made the same way as in the past, which might affect how they perform. The new Nuclear Posture Review also envisions a deterrent that is more agile and flexible. All of these considerations mean that the fundamental science base enabled by BES will likely be called upon to address important and emerging national security questions.
When you make a video call or watch NFL game highlights on your smart phone or other mobile device, the microwave signals between your phone and the mobile base station must transfer millions of bits of data while contending with the signals from thousands or tens of thousands of other users. A critical part of the technology that enables the base station to sort out each signal and keep your Apple Facetime call from interfering with someone else's Instagram post or Google query is a tiny superconducting microwave filter cooled to temperatures more than 300°F below freezing.

Superconducting microwave filters in cell phone towers enable high speed transmission of many signals without interference. (Vlad Teodor / Shutterstock.com)
Superconductivity—the property of certain materials to conduct electricity with no resistance, no heating, no power loss—remains one of nature's most intriguing and still puzzling phenomena. Initially discovered more than 100 years ago in mercury cooled to the temperature of liquid helium (about -452°F), it remained a mystery for nearly 50 years. Then in 1957, three physicists explained how electrons in such materials could interact in unusual ways that allow them to flow with no energy dissipation. That theory and the discovery of other superconducting materials (such as an alloy of niobium and titanium that could be readily formed into wires) enabled the production of superconducting wires and powerful magnets and, in the 1970s, MRI machines used for medical imaging.

Superconducting electrons do much more than carry an electrical current with no resistance. When two layers of superconductor are separated by a thin layer of insulating material, superconducting electrons can “tunnel” through the barrier and interfere with each other. That phenomenon gave rise to a device—called a superconducting quantum interference device or SQUID—that is an extremely sensitive detector of magnetic fields. SQUIDs can detect magnetic fields 100 billion times smaller than those generated by an ordinary refrigerator magnet. One promising application is their use to map magnetic fields within the human brain that are generated by the tiny currents within specific neurons, and thus measure the neural activity involved in specific human activities.

However, applications of what is now called low temperature superconductivity are limited by the need to surround magnets or other devices with massive insulation and cooling systems to handle liquid helium, making such machines bulky and requiring lots of energy for cooling. That’s why there was great excitement when, in 1986, so-called high temperature superconductivity—meaning anything above the still frigid temperature of liquid nitrogen (-321°F)—was discovered in a copper-based ceramic material. These materials are not normally good conductors of electricity, let alone superconductors, so the discovery raised many basic questions. The discovery also raised the prospect—so far not realized—of many more practical applications if a material could be found that is a superconductor at room temperature: replacing the electrical grid with superconducting transmission lines that could carry large currents over long distances with no losses; levitating trains that could glide over a metal track without touching it.

Efforts to characterize and understand these high-temperature superconducting materials have been supported by the Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office of DOE for several decades and continue today. Much of the research uses BES shared research facilities, applying neutron beams to probe the materials’ magnetic properties and X-ray or ultraviolet beams to study their electronic structures. High-temperature superconductivity is fundamentally different from its low-temperature counterpart. In fact, despite intensive research, explaining high-temperature superconductivity remains one of the great unsolved challenges of fundamental science. Nonetheless, scientists have learned a great deal about these superconducting materials, including how to “tune” their composition such that superconductivity is enhanced or appears at a higher temperature and how to double their current-carrying capacity by irradiation at an accelerator. These discoveries were handed off to a separate DOE office for more applied research and joint work with industry on specific applications.

Superconducting devices known as SQUIDs enable mapping of neuron activity in the human brain. (Goa Novi / Shutterstock.com)
The current generation of high-temperature superconductors are much more practical for many applications. They operate at temperatures that can be easily achieved with inexpensive liquid nitrogen as a coolant or, for many applications, with small, highly efficient refrigeration systems known as cryo-coolers. The cryo-coolers can maintain superconducting systems like those on mobile towers or in satellites at optimum temperatures without liquid nitrogen and massive insulation.

High-temperature superconducting materials are brittle ceramics that are extremely difficult to form into wires. But with detailed understanding of their structure, manufacturers have developed ways of making thin tapes of the material that can be wound to make magnets or layered to make cables. Development of a practical approach to fabricating these cables has led to the industrial capability of producing many miles of enhanced cables capable of carrying very high currents—as much as 100 times that of a similar-sized ordinary copper cable.

One application of these high-temperature superconducting cables is to build very light-weight electrical generators that are now being considered for use in massive off-shore wind turbines. Despite the need for cooling systems, the smaller size and weight of these generators (about half that of a conventional iron core generator) makes installing them atop a wind tower much easier and the entire system less costly.

Another emerging application is to protect parts of the electrical grid—where the superconducting cables act as fail-safe devices (known as fault current limiters) to guard a portion of the grid or a substation against a sudden electrical outage. Several pilot installations at grid intersection points have been built. Another version of this application is being piloted with support from the Department of Homeland Security in cities such as Chicago, where a superconducting loop will connect many substations, allowing them to share load, thus increasing capacity, grid resilience, and public safety. This approach is also being considered for financial centers such as New York City and elsewhere. Since a single superconducting cable can replace many bundles of copper wire, such a deployment in dense urban areas saves space in existing conduits, improves already-strained electrical capacity, and protects against disruption of the grid from lightning strikes or terrorist bombs.

Another rapidly growing application for high-temperature superconductors is as the microwave frequency filters that prevent interference among the thousands of mobile signals described above. These superconducting filters are now installed on more than 10,000 mobile communications towers—helping you connect from your mobile device more clearly and with less interference. They are also found on the communication satellites used by telephone and satellite TV companies. These filters are likely to be even more important as mobile networks roll out next-generation systems that carry even more data and transmit it more rapidly.

Behind these commercial applications lies more than 30 years of basic science research supported by BES. One reason that the mechanism for high-temperature superconductivity remains unresolved is that the ceramic materials in which it occurs are very complex. The research has enabled steady progress on understanding their structure, as well as theoretical calculations on high-performance computers to model the strongly-interacting electron behavior. Such persistence is likely, sooner or later, to lead to understanding of how high-temperature superconductivity works, and perhaps, how to design still better superconducting materials.
Bragging rights to the world’s fastest computers have belonged to China for the past several years, with the U.S. seeming to slip behind. This matters, because so many areas of science and industry now depend on very fast computers. These include modeling combustion processes for improved engine design, predicting the properties of novel materials, and maintaining national security. Increasingly, academic and industrial scientists also depend on high-performance computing to help analyze masses of data from X-ray probes of complex molecules or other data-intensive areas of research including artificial intelligence.

The Department of Energy is now funding development of the next generation of U.S. supercomputers—so-called exascale computers because they will be able to perform a billion billion computations per second. These computers may enable the U.S. to regain the lead from China, but it turns out that raw computing speed is not the only thing that counts. Today’s supercomputers attain their speeds by employing hundreds of thousands of separate processing units that work in parallel. And for the kinds of practical applications mentioned above, it is specialized software that enables effective use of these computers—software that must divide up a computational problem into many different parts, dole out those pieces to different processors, and reassemble the answers to give a useful result. And thanks in part to early support from the Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office of DOE, the U.S. leads in developing software for such massively parallel computers.
Back in 1997, the fastest U.S. computer had just over 500 separate processors, each with a single calculating unit or “core.” Until about 2005, computer speeds grew both by adding cores and by increasing the processing speed of individual cores. But since that time, the growth in computing capacity is now almost entirely about ever more massive numbers of processors that operate in parallel. Today’s best supercomputers have 200,000 processors, each typically with two or more cores. The planned exascale computers could have many millions, perhaps billions of cores. Managing an efficient computational process with that many separate units is complex, to say the least. Managing efficient data transfers between the processors is one of the most challenging tasks for developing parallel software that can make the best use of these powerful machines.

The U.S. research effort on massively parallel supercomputing software began in the 1980s, when it became clear that parallel computers would be the future. Computer scientists realized that software designed for single processors could not be simply transferred to a parallel machine. So BES funded a multi-decade effort to develop massively parallel software from the ground up—new computer architectures, new algorithms, new ways to manage the dataflow, new ways to organize data storage—designed to benefit several different areas of science.

Theoretical Chemistry. One pioneering effort centered at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory focused on computational chemistry and involved a collaboration of theoretical chemists, applied mathematicians, and computer scientists. It took five years, but the result was a host of innovative capabilities, such as powerful new ways to model and thus predict chemical processes. That required modeling individual molecules and how they combine chemically—in effect, how their electrons break and form bonds. The resulting computer software or code, called NWChem, has gone through successive upgrades, and has been widely used both in academia and in industry (more than 70,000 downloads of the code just since 2015). It has dramatically expanded the ability of chemists to predict the properties of a broad range of molecules and materials, which has accelerated research into new biofuels, solar cells, and advanced batteries. Other software codes adapted from NWChem have enabled scientists and industrial chemists to model the intermediate, transitional stages of chemical reactions—which are hard to measure experimentally—and thus to model the specialized substances called catalysts that influence how those reactions proceed. The petrochemical industry depends heavily on catalysts in order to turn raw materials into complex plastics and other products. The new codes—and the growing power of parallel supercomputers—have enabled industry to develop advanced materials much more quickly and even, in at least one case, to design an entire chemical plant on a computer.

Properties of Complex Materials. A second major effort was centered at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, with a focus on predicting the properties of metal alloys and magnetic materials. Alloys often possess superior strength compared to pure metals, but their structure is complex because of the random locations of different types of atoms. Modeling alloys requires solving the fundamental equations of quantum mechanics not just for a few atoms, but for thousands and now millions of them. Magnetism is an inherently quantum phenomenon, so modeling magnetic materials also requires atom-by-atom calculations. BES supported a several-decades-long research effort to develop parallel software codes capable of such calculations. The result—the LSMS code—has transformed materials science and is proving especially useful in designing new nanoscale...
materials. One such effort involved a tiny particle (23,000 atoms, about the width of a piece of human DNA) of an iron-platinum alloy for which the position of each atom was known. Researchers used the Oak Ridge code to precisely model its 3-dimensional magnetic properties. That capability enhances the potential of such materials as candidates for next-generation data recording and storage devices that could greatly increase storage capacity while lowering costs.

Combustion. A third computational challenge was to model what happens during combustion. The performance of internal combustion engines, for example, depends on how quickly and completely combustion occurs when fuel and air are injected into the cylinders—which in turn depends on both the fuel chemistry and how the air and fuel mix. A successful computer code needed to model both the turbulent motions of gases or liquids and, simultaneously, how they modulate the rate of chemical reactions. BES supported development at Sandia National Laboratories of a direct numerical simulation code of these combined processes, known as S3D. It has given researchers and industrial engine designers new insights on when to inject fuel to optimize the mixing and combustion process. Today, onboard computers in vehicles use that knowledge to adjust the injection process in real time as engines warm up or conditions change. The combination of better design and real-time adjustment has led to a remarkable decrease in pollutant emissions from diesel engines over the past several decades, while also increasing their efficiency.

The development of specialized software for parallel computers has now spread into many areas, supported by many federal agencies. Of course, raw speed remains important in high-performance computing and there have been significant, recent U.S. innovations in the types of processors used in computers—especially the graphics processors used in video games and in self-driving vehicles. The new Summit supercomputer nearing completion at DOE’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory will combine both very high speed conventional processors developed by IBM and the newest generation of graphics processors developed by Nvidia.

The Summit computer also exemplifies the kind of collaborative, co-design process initiated by the BES software development projects. When the Oak Ridge Summit team decided to incorporate Nvidia’s graphic processing chips in the design, they asked Nvidia to add some major new features to the chips to make them compatible with other aspects of Summit’s design. Nvidia agreed to do so, and the resulting effort (including new software to run the chips) became a joint process. The result was not only powerful graphic accelerators in the Oak Ridge supercomputer, but new market opportunities for Nvidia.

The Summit supercomputer may well put the U.S. back in the lead in raw speed—an expected 200 million billion operations per second—as well as enabling still higher speeds for specialized artificial intelligence applications. Equally important, however, is the breadth of software for highly parallel computing—catalyzed initially by a sustained BES effort—that gives the U.S. a significant edge in high-performance computing.
HOW ONE SCIENTIST CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Millie Dresselhaus died last year a much-honored legend. She was the first woman to become a tenured full professor at MIT and the first woman to win the National Medal of Science in engineering, among many other firsts. She was a pioneer in what is now called nanoscience, predicting the existence and fundamental properties of carbon nanotubes, studying their properties, and enabling the development of a field that has impact across the science spectrum, from high-strength materials to cancer biology. She also helped develop the science of thermoelectric energy conversion—bringing nanoscience approaches that enabled noiseless cooling systems for nuclear submarines, among other applications. Her stature and impact in the field of nanoscience was unmatched—from her scientific contributions to her leadership roles and her mentoring of young scientists. But none of those accomplishments were obvious from her beginnings.

Dr. Millie Dresselhaus early in her career as an engineering professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. (MIT)
Dresselhaus began life as the child of poor immigrants in the Bronx. She had planned to become an elementary school teacher, but at Hunter College she was mentored by Rosalyn Yalow (who would go on to win a Nobel Prize herself), and Yalow encouraged her to pursue graduate studies in physics instead. She did so, first winning a Fulbright Fellowship at Cambridge University and then going on to earn a PhD at the University of Chicago in 1958. There one of her teachers was the famed physicist Enrico Fermi, who as it happened lived in the same neighborhood as Dresselhaus; the professor and student formed the habit of long conversations about science while walking to and from the university. These mentors had a big impact on Dresselhaus, which is perhaps why she herself became a noted mentor of her students and later of younger faculty, spending many hours with them, inviting them to dinner at her home, providing detailed suggestions to their draft research papers or grant proposals, and writing compelling recommendations to support their careers.

Back in the 1950s and ‘60s, navigating a career in academic science was not easy for a woman—especially not in physics and engineering, especially not while raising four children with her supportive husband and fellow physicist, Gene Dresselhaus. In her early career, Dresselhaus slowly climbed the academic ladder: after Chicago, a 2-year post-doctoral fellowship at Cornell, then a research faculty position in solid state physics at Lincoln Laboratory near Boston for 7 years, then a visiting professorship in electrical engineering at MIT, where her qualities as a teacher were quickly noted. A year later, in 1968, she was appointed a tenured full professor of electrical engineering, the start of nearly half a century on the MIT faculty. She was 38, and her distinguished research career was just beginning.

Dresselhaus subsequently headed MIT’s Center for Materials Science and Engineering, and was also appointed a professor of physics, then an MIT Institute Professor (the first woman so honored). She served as President of the American Physical Society and the American Association for the Advancement of Science, as an officer of the National Academy of Sciences, and briefly as the director of the Office of Science in the U.S. Department of Energy. Despite these administrative positions, Dresselhaus continued to produce seminal research throughout her career and into her 60s, 70s, and 80s, usually arriving at her MIT office by 6 A.M. carrying a batch of papers she had worked on the previous evening. She served as an active member of dozens of scientific advisory committees, supervised the graduate studies of more than 100 future scientists, and was an early and skillful advocate for women in science.

But it was the originality and the quantity of her research output—more than 1,700 research articles and 8 books—that defined Dresselhaus as a scientist. When she began to study the physical properties of the different forms of carbon, it was not viewed as a promising or glamorous field. Nonetheless, she began to analyze the properties of graphite compounds (graphite, familiar as...
Some of Dresselhaus’s later research was supported by a novel BES-funded approach called Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRCs). These fund a collaborating group of scientists at different universities or research institutes to tackle a major problem. Given Dresselhaus’s preference for collaboration, this mode of funding—for a group, not just individual scientists—was a natural for her, but it has also proved very productive for others as well. Over the past 8 years, BES has funded 60 such collaborations in 40 states, including 1,300 scientists in universities, national laboratories, industry, and non-profit research centers. In addition to the new knowledge produced, the EFRCs have helped train more than 5,500 graduate students, postdoctoral researchers, and technical staff—stoking the pipeline of future scientists by engaging them in cutting-edge research.

In addition to her productive research career, Dresselhaus held many administrative positions and served on numerous advisory panels for the Department of Energy and other federal agencies. (DOE)

Dresselhaus once told a reporter that science was a great career for women, because “the work is very interesting and you’re judged by what you do and not by what you look like.” What she did was good enough to attract major scientific prizes and worldwide renown. But how she did it is quite characteristic of nearly all successful science: persistence, an ability to recognize unusual phenomena, and the curiosity to ask “Why?” She also noticed people, especially young women and minority scientists, and helped to catalyze and encourage their careers—just as she had been encouraged. Dresselhaus was special in another way as well: her research helped usher in the age of nanoscience and nanotechnology, which now defines one of the most important frontiers of research in physics, chemistry, materials science, and even biology. One scientist can make a difference.
Innovating CLEAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES with MATERIALS SCIENCE

How does technology innovation happen? Over the past three decades, the Department of Energy has funded a very successful model leading to new commercial technologies for energy-saving “smart” windows and for advanced batteries and fuel cells to power pollution-free electric cars. The model starts with fundamental research into the properties of materials important for energy technologies, supported by the Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES). The research, usually undertaken by individual investigators at universities or DOE national laboratories, often makes use of BES shared research facilities. Once the underlying science is fully understood, discoveries that show potential for useful technologies are passed on to the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE). EERE in turn supports applied research to improve the technology and address potential manufacturing problems, often with commercial partners. Then the university or national laboratory where the research was done licenses the innovations to private sector entities who have the manufacturing facilities to launch commercial products. The innovation

Battery researcher at Argonne National Laboratory measuring the properties of an advanced cathode for lithium ion batteries. Batteries with improved cathodes are both safer and can store more electricity and have now been commercialized for use in electric cars. (Argonne National Laboratory)
process from basic research to commercialization can often take two or three decades, but can result in economically significant technological advances, such as the three examples described here.

**Improved Lithium Ion Batteries.** In the mid-1990s, BES initiated and funded research to discover new materials that would improve the performance and safety of these batteries. Studies that used manganese instead of cobalt in the cathodes of the battery, paired with lithium as the carrier of electricity, showed promise. Further studies were undertaken to understand the structure and properties of these materials using BES shared research X-ray probes at Argonne National Laboratory. The result proved that using manganese in the cathodes could improve a battery’s energy storage capacity and safety. Additional BES-funded research turned up new ways to synthesize these materials, creating a roadmap for development of the technology and leading to the issuance of multiple patents.

The investigators then approached EERE, which agreed to fund more applied work, including perfecting the battery design, testing the new cathodes in high-energy lithium ion batteries, and confirming their superior performance and reduced risk of overheating. The research also explored ways to enhance battery performance even further in the future. The new cell chemistry represented a radical leap forward in cathode design—more powerful, safer and longer-lasting—and, since manganese is less expensive than cobalt, such batteries are cheaper as well.

Argonne National Laboratory collaborated closely with materials companies, battery manufacturers and car makers to transfer the technology. The detailed knowledge of nanoscale structure, composition, and other properties provided by basic research enabled these companies to rapidly engineer production systems for the new cathodes and integrate them into full automotive battery systems. LGChem licensed the technology and created batteries for the Chevy Volt, a first-generation electric vehicle; GM has since licensed the technology as well for its just-launched Bolt; new manufacturing plants have been built in the U.S. to produce these batteries. Moreover, research at Argonne has led to more than 125 patented advances in battery-related technology that are available to industry.

**Fuel Cells.** Fuel cells, which directly convert fuels (such as hydrogen) to electricity without combustion, are not new. This direct chemical-to-electrical energy conversion is both more efficient (typically 45-50%) than burning fuel in a vehicle engine, and is cleaner, since the only exhaust is water vapor. Refilling a fuel tank with hydrogen takes minutes, not the hours required for recharging a battery. Engineers have long known that fuel cells could be a better way to power electric cars. But in the mid-1990s, fuel cells were too expensive and not very durable, and were adopted only for high-end applications such as space capsules.

The same problems faced plans to use electricity from solar cells to produce hydrogen and oxygen by splitting water—capturing renewable energy from sunlight in a chemical form (hydrogen) that can be easily stored and transported. In both fuel cells and hydrogen production, the problem was the cost of the electrocatalyst material that enables the reaction—typically nanoparticles made of expensive platinum.

BES funded a team of scientists at Brookhaven National Laboratory to tackle the problem at a fundamental level. Over several years, they developed new ways of making a catalyst using a monolayer of platinum just a single atom in thickness, deposited on another material. Brookhaven’s shared research X-ray facilities (see *Shared Research Facilities* chapter) helped reveal the properties of the material’s surface—where the chemical activity takes place. When the scientists tested its catalytic properties, they found that the monolayers worked well and that their activity could be adjusted...
by choosing different underlying materials. Even more, to their surprise, scientists found that with palladium as the underlying material, the electrocatalyst worked better than pure platinum. They also discovered that adding small amounts of gold to the platinum catalyst greatly improved durability.

The innovation process from basic research to commercialization can take two or three decades, but often results in economically significant technological advances.

The investigators took their discovery to DOE’s EERE office, which agreed to support applied research. That effort developed effective ways of making various nanoparticle cores and depositing the platinum monolayer on them. The scientists also worked with DOE’s Los Alamos National Laboratory to test the electrocatalyst in real fuel cells. This research caught the automotive industry’s attention, and vehicle manufacturers such as GM and Toyota helped to support the applied research. Ultimately it became clear that these new catalysts were both less expensive and more durable than the old solid platinum nanoparticle catalysts. Two catalyst companies have licensed the technology and are commercializing it. GM plans to introduce its first fuel-cell electric car in the early 2020s with the new catalysts a primary candidate for inclusion. Toyota, which recently started selling fuel cell electric cars in small quantities, is also evaluating the new catalysts to enable cost-effective high-volume production. US Plugpower, which powers the electric forklifts that are ubiquitous in warehouses like those of Amazon and Walmart, has already deployed 15,000 units that use fuel cells rather than batteries, avoiding the downtime for battery charging. Fuel cells, it appears, are about to go big-time.

Smart Windows. By the late 1980s it became clear to scientists at DOE’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Colorado and DOE’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in California that it was possible in principle to make electrochromic smart
These “smart” windows make use of specialized materials to change their tint and lower the amount of sunlight transmitted in response to environmental conditions, saving energy for cooling buildings and creating more comfortable working conditions. (SageGlass, Inc)

windows—windows whose optical properties (like transparency and tint) could be changed by applying an electrical voltage. Such windows could let in all the available light on cloudy days, but turn darker to reduce glare and air conditioning use when the sun is bright—saving energy and making office space more user-friendly. But while the potential for such windows was clear, and laboratory studies had demonstrated that very thin coatings of a nickel oxide material exhibited an electrochromic effect, the knowledge needed to understand the phenomenon in detail was lacking.

BES agreed to fund research on such electrochromic materials, both at NREL and LBNL. These materials typically involve five distinct layers, each very thin. A decade's work resulted in a much more detailed understanding of these materials, the process by which electrical charges move from one layer to another, and how that changes the optical properties. It also created working prototypes.

At that point, support for more applied research with the goal of a commercial technology was picked up by DOE's EERE and Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) programs. It focused for another decade on finding better materials—it turned out adding tungsten oxide materials gave a more pleasing tint to the windows and produced the color change with a smaller electrical charge. The research also focused on production techniques to fabricate the thin metallic oxide layers. The applied work eventually attracted private sector investment as well.

Commercialization of the technology is now well underway, with the potential of saving half of peak cooling costs in office buildings, according to one estimate. Companies SageGlass and View both have products on the market, with installations in several hundred modern office buildings, art galleries, and restaurants. This initial generation of smart windows do save energy as well as providing a more comfortable working space, although experts believe that the energy savings do not quite cover the costs as yet. Heliotrope, a company spun out of LBNL, has a product in pre-production with a different production process that it expects will lower costs, enabling wider adoption. Boeing is even installing electrochromic windows in its new 787 Dreamliner. Smart windows, it appears, are well on the way to becoming a significant energy-saving technology.

These examples illustrate how an effective innovation process works, combining basic science, applied research, and partnerships with industry for commercialization—in these instances yielding three distinct and useful clean energy technologies.
In 2016, more than 53,000 people in the United States died from overdoses of opioid drugs. Many of these were illegal narcotics such as heroin and fentanyl. But the underlying cause of this epidemic is generally agreed to be widespread legal use (and perhaps over-prescribing) of opioid drugs such as oxycontin to control pain. People using such drugs develop a tolerance, meaning that they eventually need more of the drug to achieve the same effect and often turn to cheaper but more powerful illegal drugs such as fentanyl, which is 50 times more potent than heroin.

The epidemic of opioid overuse—both prescription medicines and illegal drugs—has become a national public health crisis. New understanding of how opioids and other drugs attach to and interact with cells may make possible medicines that stop pain but are neither addictive nor suppress breathing. (Karen Foley Photography / Shutterstock.com)
As a result of the last several decades of research into how our body’s cells communicate with each other and into the structure of proteins and other large biological molecules, however, scientists now understand much more about how the opioid drugs cause their effects. It turns out that these drugs act on two different levers within cells in the brain: one suppresses pain; the other causes tolerance and suppresses breathing, which is what causes overdose deaths. Suppose it were possible to uncouple these effects and develop a new class of opioids that only suppressed pain? In fact, just such an effort is well underway, with several potential drugs nearing clinical trials. And while that may not have much impact on the immediate crisis, it could help eliminate the underlying cause of opioid deaths for the future.

These and other similar biomedical breakthroughs—including hundreds of drug candidates already in the pharma pipeline—depend in part on the increasing adoption by biologists of tools initially developed for physical science research. Of particular value in deciphering the structure of a complex molecule are very intense beams of X-rays, billions of times stronger than those in dental offices. The tiny wavelength of these

**Pharma companies use BES X-ray probes to screen more than 20,000 potential drug candidates a year. Equally important, these unique tools enable the foundational biological research that leads to new medicines.**

X-rays enables scientists to see much smaller particles than is possible with visible light, so that they can pinpoint the positions of atoms in a molecule and thus help to identify its physical structure. The machines that generate such X-rays are huge, as large as a football field, and include dozens of individual beamlines that can manipulate the X-rays as needed for a given experiment. They are too large and expensive even for pharma companies, let alone university researchers. Instead, most of this research is done at one of the five X-ray sources supported by DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office—three located in California, one near Chicago, and one on Long Island. These shared research facilities were built originally to facilitate chemistry and materials science research—which they do—but biological scientists (supported by the National Institutes of Health or the pharmaceutical industry) now constitute the largest user group, underscoring the importance of these facilities for improving healthcare now that biomedical science increasingly focuses at the molecular level (see Shared Research Facilities chapter).

University researchers apply for time on a given beamline, typically to determine the structure of a molecule that is central to a particular biological process. One example is the cellular machinery that takes information from the cell’s genes and uses it to manufacture the proteins that our bodies need to function. The research took over a decade, including repeated and increasingly high-resolution X-ray analysis at shared research facilities, and in 2009 led to Nobel Prizes awarded to the investigators.

Pharma companies have also found these X-ray facilities extremely useful. Rather than exploring unknown molecular structures, they typically focus on comparing how a number of slightly different drug candidate
molecules attach to a cell, seeking those that are most effective in altering the disease process in that cell. In effect, pharma scientists use the X-ray tools to optimize drug candidate molecules before taking them through the expensive process of clinical trials. To do this, pharma companies have partnered with the BES shared research facility at Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago through a unique consortium—the Industrial Macromolecular Crystallography Association (IMCA). This consortium includes five major pharma companies (and another group of temporary members) that are fierce competitors, but which have collaborated for over 20 years to build and maintain X-ray beamlines dedicated to pharma use. In effect, IMCA and a similar consortium using the X-ray source at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in California share common research tools. These dedicated beamlines have allowed pharma companies to screen more than 20,000 potential drug candidates a year, resulting in hundreds of potential new drugs now in clinical trials. IMCA reports that about 85 percent of its members’ drug development effort is based on access to these high-intensity X-ray tools.

Equally important, however, is the foundational biological research on which pharma companies rely to create their products. One especially pertinent example is the effort by academic scientists to determine the structure of the cellular receptors—known as G-protein coupled receptors—to which many drugs attach. These receptors play a central role in how cells communicate with each other via chemical messengers, translating those messages—as well as sight, smell, and taste messages—into specific actions inside individual cells. In effect, the receptor links with incoming chemical messages, communicates through the cellular membrane, and alters the internal cellular machinery. Understanding how the receptor accomplishes these tasks is key to the rational design of new drugs.

A receptor is itself an extremely complex protein. Scientists first had to obtain pure samples and convert them to crystalline form, then they used the BES X-ray facility at Argonne National Laboratory to analyze the structure. Because only very small samples could be obtained, the

The structure of a G-protein coupled receptor activating a G protein as revealed by X-ray analysis. (Brian Kobilka / Stanford University)

National Institutes of Health (which supports beamlines for biological research at BES facilities) funded development of ultra-small X-ray beams to facilitate such research (see box). The effort was successful, and the importance of figuring out the structure of the G-protein coupled receptor together with its cellular signaling partner was recognized with a Nobel Prize in 2012. Today, a large proportion of the drug candidates in clinical trials work by attaching to members of this family of receptors, which underscores the impact of both the fundamental structure research and the shared research X-ray tools. It will likely be possible, for example, to have drugs that treat pain, but neither cause dependence nor suppress breathing. And not just opioid users, but people suffering from many now incurable but painful conditions, may benefit.
HOW SCIENTISTS AND SHARED RESEARCH FACILITY STAFF COLLABORATE TO ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE

The effort to determine the structure of the G-protein coupled receptor faced several challenges. Professor Brian Kobilka, who shared the Nobel Prize for this work, describes the challenge: “It was very hard to grow crystals of the molecule for X-ray analysis, resulting in very small crystals. They could only be grown in an opaque liquid, making the crystals themselves invisible. And the crystals were very sensitive to damage from X-rays. So it initially proved impossible to properly align the crystals with the X-ray beam and collect useful data at the Argonne X-ray facility near Chicago.

“What made the difference is that the X-ray facility scientific and technical staff led by Bob Fischetti and Janet Smith dug in to help, suggesting approaches and making successive improvements to the beamline’s capabilities. First they created tools to generate micro-beams that probed the liquid sample with very limited amounts of radiation—identifying the positions and alignments of the crystals. Then they created software controls to allow the beam to home in on the crystals, using very short bursts of X-rays to collect data rapidly before the crystal degraded and other software to synthesize the data into a composite image of the structure. Working together, the tools improved and the process got better and better. We couldn’t have determined the structure of the receptor without this collaboration.”

That’s why we included the Argonne team as co-authors on the scientific paper announcing the discovery.”

As Bob Fischetti recalls, “We were already working on ways to study small crystals with micro-beams when Brian approached us, but he drove us to redouble our efforts. A key step was a tool that allowed researchers to adjust beam size to match their sample in seconds, as well as improvements in the stability of the beam—all of which have since proved very useful for other researchers. In effect, the challenges that individual researchers bring to us help catalyze continual improvements in our facilities.”
In 1959, the famed physicist Richard Feynman gave a lecture that proved unusually prophetic. In it, he declared that there was “plenty of room at the bottom,” meaning there were huge opportunities for new science and important new technologies by exploring and manipulating materials almost literally atom by atom. Today that “room at the bottom” is called nanoscience, and is an important part of research in physics, chemistry, materials science, and biology. Moreover, you can literally see the impact of this research on TV. The current generation of video screens made by Samsung, Sony, and others use a U.S.-developed nanotechnology called quantum dots to create very high-resolution images with increasingly precise, vivid colors.

But there wasn’t a clear path leading from Feynman’s vision to a well-developed area of science and to commercial technologies now embedded in a growing number of industrial, military, and consumer products. Rather it required a mix of discovery, strategically planned basic research, and both government- and industry-supported applied research. As the semiconductor industry pushed to make transistors and other electronic components ever smaller, for example, they eventually reached the nanoscale regime—smaller than 100 nanometers. At such scales, 1,000 times smaller than the width of a human hair, materials behave quite differently. The industry had to develop ways to understand and cope with these behaviors.

Quantum dots are tiny semiconductor crystals less than 100 atoms in width, yet this nanotechnology makes greens and reds pop on quantum dot displays (left) compared with conventional LCD displays (right). (Nanosys, Inc.)
In addition to the semiconductor industry’s top-down approach, the research community began in the late 1980s to investigate nanoscale phenomena from the bottom up, growing materials while precisely controlling their composition and structure almost atom by atom (see How One Scientist Can Make a Difference chapter). By 1999, the potential for nanoscience and nanotechnology was clear and became a national priority, leading to a presidential National Nanotechnology Initiative in 2001. But few university laboratories could afford the advanced analytical tools and contaminant-free facilities for materials synthesis that were needed to study nanoscale phenomena. So DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office proposed and supported the creation of five Nanoscale Science Research Centers as an addition to existing shared research facilities (see Shared Research Facilities chapter). These were located at DOE National Laboratories to enable access to existing X-ray and neutron probes and advanced computing tools. In the decade since they came into full operation, the centers have transformed and greatly broadened nanoscience research, providing access to advanced equipment and support staff, and facilitating broad interdisciplinary integration—from materials science to biology to engineering. In 2016, for example, the centers hosted and supported more than 3,000 different scientific teams.

The bottom-up approach has also led to significant commercial technologies. Work in several laboratories had led to the discovery of quantum dots—tiny crystals of semiconductors typically smaller than 10 nanometers—that could emit light of a single wavelength when stimulated with electricity. But it was not until the 1990s that researchers supported by BES at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory developed ways to produce and study quantum dots as small as 50 atoms wide. They discovered that the color of the emitted light depended on the size of the crystal—larger ones gave off red light, smaller ones blue light—and they developed chemical methods to reliably control crystal size. They also discovered how the shape of the crystals controlled their electrical and optical properties. Later, U.S. companies Nanosys and QuantumDot Corporation built on that knowledge and supported applied research (at BES shared research facilities and in their own laboratories) to industrialize production of quantum dots, embed them in a plastic supporting matrix, and integrate them into the technology of video displays. That in turn led to their commercialization in the current generation of large, very high-resolution TV screens.

Another more recent example is BES-supported research into materials that can be made into inks for 3-D printers, which in turn can be used to print antennas for use in mobile phones, circuit parts for the emerging field of flexible electronics, and extremely tiny lithium batteries. The antennas, for example, are made from a novel silver ink and are formed by printing tiny silver particles to build up a 3-D antenna shape that occupies only one-tenth the area of a flat antenna on a printed circuit board. The lithium batteries, created by printing two different nano-particle inks, are literally the size of a grain of sand (see photo). In fact, the combination of
smaller size, lower cost, and greater ease of manufacture makes these and other 3-D printed devices of interest for myriad applications. Major companies like Applied Materials are getting involved.

The nanoscale shared research facilities have also led development of new tools for nanoscience, including advances that have enabled the world’s most powerful electron microscopes (see box). These tools and the growing sophistication of techniques for synthesizing nanoscale materials are expected to lead to improved nanotechnologies. Examples include new photovoltaic materials that could capture sunlight with higher efficiencies and at lower cost, or the development of nanowires only a few atoms in width that could create still smaller but more powerful computer chips and electronic devices. Recent work at the nanocenters has also helped create advanced versions of metal organic frameworks—lattices of metal atoms, connected by organic molecules—with unusual properties that may lend themselves to the storage of hydrogen fuels.

Looking further ahead, scientists are already investigating nanotechnologies that could increase tenfold the density of data storage, provide an improved basis for quantum computing, and enhance data security on widespread networks of sensors. Particles of metal at the nanoscale may have unique catalytic properties, which would be valuable for the petrochemical industry. Nanometer-scale particles that are coated with biomolecules are already being used for cancer chemotherapy.

It seems Feynman was right—there was lots of room for nanoscale innovation, and nanoscale science remains fundamental to progress in almost every area of technology.
Quantum computers offer transformative power for certain types of problems. Rather than processing data like an ordinary computer with “bits” that can be either 1 or 0, quantum computers process data with devices called “qubits” that can be 1, 0, or both simultaneously—a phenomenon called superposition. That property and another called entanglement (which means that qubits are not independent of each other and in fact can influence neighboring qubits) gives quantum computers unique capabilities. Computer scientists have found numerous examples of problems, including breaking codes and searching massive data files, where a quantum computer would be dramatically faster than the computers of today. Not surprisingly, quantum computers are of intense interest to national security agencies, as well as to major corporations interested in artificial intelligence.
Earlier BES research underlies several of the most promising routes to quantum computing.

Computing is not the only area where quantum technologies could provide useful solutions. Quantum communications could provide unhackable ways to share information, and quantum measurement devices could provide unparalleled accuracy. Nor will computing be the first practical quantum technology. A device known as a superconducting quantum interference device or SQUID, developed in 1964, can detect magnetic fields 100 billion times smaller than those generated by an ordinary refrigerator magnet. SQUIDs have been widely used in mineral exploration and for imaging the magnetic fields from human brains.

SQUIDs are based on an earlier discovery that electrons in a superconducting material can tunnel through a neighboring layer of an insulating material into a second superconductor, a quantum effect that is called a Josephson junction. Research into this phenomenon supported by DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office led in 1985 to the discovery that such devices exhibited multiple quantum levels or states—the first time such phenomena, common in atoms, had been observed in much larger, man-made devices. BES-supported research in this and related areas continued for several decades. That research now underlies several of the most promising routes to quantum computing—all of which involve materials that display quantum effects and are candidates for constructing qubits.

Google’s newest 72 qubit superconducting quantum processor, the Bristlecone chip (inset), being installed at the Quantum AI Lab in Santa Barbara for testing of both the technology and applications in quantum simulation and machine learning, and to facilitate algorithm development. (Google)

The apparent front-runners for commercially-viable qubits include:

- **Superconducting loops.** These consist of a resistance-free current oscillating back and forth around a circuit loop that has three Josephson junctions (a SQUID current loop has two junctions). The devices must be kept cooled to within a few degrees of absolute zero. Both Google and IBM are pursuing this approach.

- **Topological materials.** These depend on quantum effects observed in electrons in novel semiconductor structures, which draw substantially on earlier BES research. Microsoft and Bell Laboratories are pursuing this approach.

**WHAT MAKES QUANTUM COMPUTING SO POTENTIALLY POWERFUL**

Two characteristics that make quantum phenomena strange also explain quantum computing’s potential: superposition and entanglement. Superposition means that a qubit can represent 0 or 1 or both simultaneously. Moreover, while the bits in conventional computers are completely independent of each other, qubits are not: they are entangled, and the correlations among them contain far more information than any individual qubit. Indeed, the amount of information processed and potentially available grows exponentially with the number of qubits. To get a sense of what that means, Google has described a quantum computer with 22 qubits that could potentially evaluate over a million possibilities simultaneously, and has left space in its design for expanding to 50 qubits, which would mean a capacity for a million billion simultaneous evaluations. By comparison, the most advanced Nvidia graphics card has about 20 billion transistors, and so can process at most that many operations simultaneously. Quantum computers with 100 qubits or more will have capabilities that cannot be matched by any imaginable conventional computer—opening a new era in information processing.
Topological materials that create quantum effects through novel semiconductor structures such as those being worked on here offer one possible route to quantum computing. (Microsoft)

Silicon Quantum Dots. These add a single electron to a tiny semiconductor crystal (a quantum dot). BES nanoscale shared research facilities played a key role in the emergence of the underlying quantum dot technology. Intel is pursuing this approach.

Quantum computers also face software challenges, in part because early quantum computers are likely to be hybrid devices, embedded within a conventional computer. That requires development of algorithms that, as the computation is performed, efficiently pass information between classical methods for the “easy” parts of a problem and quantum hardware for the parts that classical computing cannot handle.

Despite these challenges and the inherent complexity of quantum systems, the field appears to be making rapid progress. Several commercial laboratories have demonstrated prototype systems with 10–20 qubits. Academic experts believe that systems with 100 qubits may be achievable in the near future (see box). If so, then the multiple decades of research supported by BES—basic research, not directly focused on quantum computing—will have paid a big dividend.
Environmental management is a key DOE mission, in large part because five decades of nuclear weapons production and nuclear energy research have left behind huge quantities of radioactive waste. To make matters worse, large quantities have leaked from underground storage tanks into surrounding soils. DOE has already spent many billions of dollars in cleanup efforts and is expected to spend much more. Thanks to two decades of research supported by DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office, however, there is now an elegant new cleanup technology that will speed up the process and save over a billion dollars. Furthermore, science supported by BES has greatly improved the ability to assess the remaining risks and predict subsoil migration of leaked waste.
Efforts to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons have generated a substantial amount of nuclear waste. The production process involved converting a form of uranium into plutonium in nuclear reactors, then separating the plutonium from other materials, including many highly radioactive substances. One of the most common of those substances is the element cesium, whose isotopes can remain dangerously radioactive for over 100 years and which, in the chemical form found in the wastes, dissolves in water and so can readily move into soils and disperse. Over 35 million gallons of radioactive waste are stored in tanks at the Savannah River production site in South Carolina, and even larger quantities are stored at the Hanford production site in Washington. Some of the tanks have leaked wastes into the ground, which at Hanford have started to migrate towards the Columbia River.

Decades before the waste cleanup was initiated, work towards a solution began unintentionally with the 1967 discovery by a DuPont chemist of organic molecules that have the ability to selectively bind a variety of metal ions, including cesium. That finding stimulated expanded research by university scientists in California and France, some of it funded by BES, to refine these properties and improve the selectivity of the binding molecules. The importance of these compounds for many areas of chemistry was recognized in 1987 with a Nobel Prize. It also attracted the attention of a research chemist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Bruce Moyer, who was interested in the nuclear waste problem confronting DOE. He recognized that although cesium accounted for over 90 percent of the radioactivity in the waste that can dissolve in water, it amounted to a tiny fraction of the total waste—less than 1/10,000th by weight—so that it might be possible to greatly decontaminate the waste by removing the small amount of cesium. With BES support beginning in the mid-1980s, he put together a team of scientists to adapt molecules “tuned” for removing metals like cesium from complex solutions like the nuclear wastes.

The scientists studied methods for synthesizing the molecules, analyzed their structure, and explored relevant extraction processes. Armed with an understanding of the chemistry developed under BES sponsorship, the scientists approached DOE’s Environmental Management office with a specific plan to remove cesium from the wastes. The subsequent applied research eventually perfected a series of chemical steps: first
THE WIDE IMPACT OF BES RESEARCH

The key scientific idea underlying the nuclear waste clean-up process is what is known as molecular recognition: how to design a “host” molecule to recognize and bind to a specific target molecule. The BES-funded research on cleaning up nuclear waste led to a broader effort on molecular recognition, using high performance computers as well as laboratory experiments to help design host molecules. The research, now funded by a number of federal agencies, turns out to have application for a broad range of important problems:

- **Critical materials.** These are rare elements such as neodymium and ytterbium that are essential components of technologies needed for national defense and a number of key industries. At present, the U.S. is largely dependent on China for these materials, but they are also present in very low concentrations in deposits of phosphate rock, of which the U.S. has a huge supply. So inexpensive host molecules that could recognize and help extract these elements would remove a potential threat to national security.

- **Sensors for radioactive materials.** A terrorist group or a rogue nation developing nuclear weapons is likely to inadvertently release trace amounts of radioactive materials. Appropriately-designed host molecules in sensors carried by drones or otherwise deployed could give early warning of such activities.

- **Cleaning up the “back end” of the nuclear fuel cycle.** Intensely radioactive elements such as americium need to be removed when spent nuclear fuel is reprocessed and prepared for reuse. Special-designed host molecules that recognize and capture these elements would simplify the process and make it safer.

None of these problems are yet fully solved—the science is not yet complete. But there is already significant progress. Some of it has been aided by a new DOE funding model, a Critical Materials Hub supported by the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy office that brings together a concentrated applied research effort involving dozens of scientists from different universities and national laboratories. It illustrates the patient, step-by-step approach—basic science, then applied research—that leads to practical solutions.

pull cesium into a solvent containing the specialized binding molecules; then separate the solvent from the waste; then free the cesium atoms and capture them in glass for secure burial; and finally, recycle the binding molecules to capture more cesium. It took nearly two decades to work out all the chemistry, demonstrate that the plan would work, and optimize the process. DOE’s Environmental Management office built on the science to design and implement an automated industrial process, which is already at work on the Savannah River waste tanks. The result will be a far more rapid and less expensive cleanup of the wastes, including disposal of the remaining (largely non-radioactive) materials left after removal of the cesium.

The challenges at Hanford are more difficult, both because the chemistry of the tank wastes is more complicated—a “witches brew” some experts call it—and because some of the wastes that have already leaked into the ground are being transported through the soil and into groundwater. To assess and manage that problem, scientists needed to understand the physical and chemical processes that determine whether chemical wastes are retained by minerals in the soil or migrate to other locations. This in turn depends greatly on the chemical reactions that occur at the surfaces where minerals come in contact with water and the wastes. BES funded research with X-ray and neutron probes to understand the atomic structure of mineral surfaces, learn how these react with water and chemical waste materials, and then model these processes with high-performance computing.

One of the discoveries from the research is that the size and distribution of tiny pores in soils and rocks play a critical role in determining how chemical wastes dissolved in water migrate through soils and groundwater. Soils and rocks vary markedly in their pore structure—some have tiny pores that permit only gradual diffusion of chemicals, and others have large, interconnected pores that allow chemicals to migrate readily. Mapping

---

There is still work to be done to clean up nuclear legacy wastes. But now there is a systematic way to proceed, thanks to the BES-supported research that created a detailed understanding of the processes involved.
the distribution of different soil and rock types, and combining results with models of chemical processes, has led to predictive models of where and how waste chemicals would be retained or transported in the soil. These models have allowed DOE’s Environmental Management office to develop new science-based strategies for dealing with the contamination from nuclear waste at Hanford, Savannah River, and elsewhere.

There is still much more work to be done to finally clean up the nuclear legacy of the wastes. But with the benefit of the detailed, molecular-level understanding of the processes involved—either in the ground or in removing radioactive cesium from the tanks—there is now a systematic way to proceed.
There are huge reservoirs of oil in the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Retrieving that oil safely presents very substantial challenges. Yet today a major oil company is poised to lower a string of pipe 7,000 feet down to the bottom of the Gulf to start pumping that oil, which comes out of the seabed at very high temperatures. The steel pipe is coated with a unique insulating layer, a type of plastic with remarkable properties: it can safely cope with oil at temperatures as high as 390°F while surrounded by water at temperatures close to freezing. The insulating plastic also protects the outside of the pipe from the corrosive effects of the seawater.

The special plastic or polymer is made from chains of organic (carbon-based) molecules that do not occur in nature. Rather they are synthesized by a powerful chemical process, which in addition to specialized plastics has also found application in the food industry, in the pharmaceutical industry, in agricultural chemicals, and even in novel biorefineries that transform natural products such as palm oil into chemicals and fuels. The result is a much more powerful toolkit for synthesizing new organic molecules, especially those known as olefins that contain double bonds between carbon atoms. This widespread industrial impact would not have occurred without long-term support for the underlying science from DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office and other federal agencies.

Drilling rig used for oil exploration and recovery. It lowers drill strings and specialized oil recovery pipe as much as 7 miles down to the seabed in the Gulf of Mexico. (iStock.com /Mikeuk)
The chemical process—catalysis—involves a substance that makes a chemical reaction possible without being itself consumed in the reaction. An example is the catalytic converter in your car that changes dangerous pollutants into less damaging carbon dioxide and water using tiny amounts of platinum as a catalyst. In producing the oil pipe material above, the catalytic reaction involves breaking double chemical bonds between carbon atoms in small molecules, and then, with the aid of a temporary intermediate partner (the catalyst), linking them together to form larger molecules with new properties.

Yet after the mechanism for this reaction was understood in principle, in 1971, it took two decades of persistent research—mostly in university laboratories, supported by BES and other federal agencies—to devise the first practical catalysts, and another two decades to refine those catalysts for use in commercially important applications.

Unlike the catalytic converter in your car, which is made of platinum particles in a solid matrix, the catalysts described here are organic molecules that include a metal atom and are dissolved in solution with the molecules that will form the end product. The challenge was to find a catalyst that was selective—reacting only with double bonds—and whose activity could be adjusted depending on the desired final reaction product. Richard Schrock at MIT began work in this area in the late 1970s, focusing on catalysts based on tungsten and molybdenum. After much trial and error, he found a successful solution in 1990. Robert Grubbs at Caltech started work even earlier, in the early 1970s, and focused his efforts on catalysts based on ruthenium. He published successful results in 1992. Both scientists shared a Nobel Prize for these discoveries.

The research effort to develop specific catalysts for different applications has continued since then right up to the present, gradually producing a wide range of commercially significant results. These include:

- The high-temperature plastic protecting the oil recovery pipe mentioned above that is being deployed by Shell in the Gulf of Mexico, and a wide variety of other specialized plastics.
- An effective treatment for hepatitis B developed by Johnson and Johnson—a two-drug cocktail, one of which is produced using a ruthenium catalyst—as well as other pharmaceutical products.
- A photoresist material—produced with tungsten or molybdenum catalysts—that helps create nanometer-sized patterns with light and is widely used in the manufacture of semiconductor chips.
- A biorefinery in Indonesia that uses ruthenium catalysts to convert palm oil into chemicals and fuels, one of a number of applications that use natural products as feedstocks.
- A wide range of pest control chemicals used in agriculture, as well as synthesis of an organic chemical that is a primary ingredient in many perfumes.

More broadly, the discovery and development of these powerful metal-based catalysts have transformed the chemical industry: they have enabled more efficient synthesis of organic compounds, cleaner and more environmentally friendly production processes, and the ability to create novel materials. None of this could have been foreseen back in the 1970s, when BES support for individual investigators in this area of science—including, at various times, both Schrock and Grubbs—began. Both scientists say that an important driver of these results has been the consistency of research support—for example, BES has been supporting work on the synthesis of polymers for more than three decades, since the mid-1980s—as well as the availability of collaborative support from multiple federal agencies.
In the aftermath of World War II, DOE and its predecessors built nuclear reactors used as research tools by nuclear engineers and high energy electron accelerators used by physicists to study the properties of sub-atomic particles. Before long, however, other scientists began to think of ways to use these facilities to study ordinary materials: tapping the neutrons produced in a reactor core or manipulating electron beams to create intense X-rays. Soon a few scientists gained permission to “borrow” access to these facilities and extract beams of neutrons or X-rays to interact with the materials they wanted to study. The results were spectacular. It rapidly became clear that such probes could provide insights into the detailed physical and electronic structure of materials that were not obtainable in any other way—including materials essential for national security as well as those used in all forms of energy production.

Electrons accelerated to almost the speed of light by a linear accelerator are then run through a gauntlet of magnets (shown here) that force the electrons to zigzag violently and give off extremely intense X-ray pulses that are used to study material properties and other phenomena. (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory)
It was also clear that the cost and scale of such facilities were beyond the reach of individual scientists or even of major universities. So 40 years ago DOE’s Basic Energy Sciences (BES) office began to build dedicated national X-ray and neutron facilities that could be used—“shared”—by many researchers. The first such facility, located at Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, produced X-rays of unparalleled intensity along with the ability to focus them narrowly, enabling researchers to “see” very deeply into a material. The scale of the facility—about the size of a football field—enabled dozens of individual beamlines that extracted X-rays for experiments and could be adapted to individual needs. These capabilities attracted a remarkable array of scientific talent, both senior researchers from leading industrial labs such as Bell Labs and IBM and a large crop of bright, ambitious young scientists from universities. Several large industrial companies, paying their own way, also used the facility or even sponsored their own beamlines.

Major discoveries came rapidly, but that was not the only achievement. The camaraderie of the scientists working on the many beamlines began with sharing tools and beer, but soon led to sharing scientific advice and to a culture of collaboration that accelerated the research. In effect, shared research facilities came to mean not only shared access to unique research tools, but also shared effort and advice among the users, the scientific staff of the facility, and the staff of the National Laboratory where the facility is located.

The culture of cooperation began at Brookhaven, but spread as BES built additional X-ray sources, two different types of neutron sources, and a couple of decades later shared nanoscale research centers, which have special spaces where materials can be kept at the level of cleanliness nanoscience requires, fabrication tools, and advanced electron microscopes. These unique national facilities, located at DOE National Laboratories in California, New Mexico, Illinois, Tennessee, and New York, have helped transform science—enabling unprecedented insights into the structure of materials and the nature of chemical and biological processes. They have enabled U.S. university-based scientists to become extremely productive and even global leaders—recognized by four Nobel Prizes for work that utilized shared research facilities.

Equally important, these shared research facilities have helped transform nuclear weapons security and many areas of the U.S. economy—from automotive engines to pharmaceuticals and petrochemicals, and from semiconductors to steel and other structural metals. They have catalyzed newer fields such as nanotechnology.
What is unique about the BES shared research facilities is their location at DOE national laboratories, enabling close cooperation among visiting scientists and the scientific staff of the facility and the national laboratory.

Today these facilities play a critical role in industry-led efforts to create advanced batteries for electric cars and new vaccines to combat public health threats such as the Zika virus, as well as helping to provide a foundation for quantum computing. It is not an exaggeration to say that these shared facilities and the culture of cooperation they engender, guided and supported by BES, have played a major role in U.S. economic prosperity for the past 40 years and continue to do so.

This BES-supported ecosystem of shared research facilities now includes five X-ray sources (each specialized for solving different kinds of problems), five nanoscale research centers, and two different types of neutron sources. One measure of the success of these facilities is the volume of users, which in FY 2017 included nearly 16,000 separate researchers from universities, national laboratories, and industry. But the demand for access to these facilities—which is free for non-commercial users but subject to competitive application—exceeds their capacity: at the neutron sources, for example, only one-third of some 9,000 applications last year could be accommodated. BES has regularly upgraded these facilities, both to add capacity or meet evolving user needs and to take advantage of advanced technology—in particular, for X-ray sources and one kind of neutron source, technology developed with major input from accelerator scientists supported by DOE’s High Energy Physics office. An ongoing upgrade to the X-ray source at Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago will increase its effectiveness 500-fold; an upgrade planned for one of the neutron sources at Oak Ridge National Laboratory will double its user capacity.

Most of the scientists sharing these facilities in 2017—68 percent—came from universities, 25 percent came from government laboratories, and about 7 percent from industry or other institutions. Industry users pay their own way if the research is proprietary, and the technological and economic impact of their research is greater than the number of users might suggest. That’s because industry typically uses these facilities for applied research—fine-tuning drug candidates or engine designs or metallic alloy compositions, as opposed to exploratory fundamental research. Consortia of pharmaceutical companies have built and maintain dedicated beamlines at one of the X-ray sources, and some major energy and industrial companies regularly reserve time at both X-ray and neutron sources.

The shared research facilities serve an educational role as well. Nearly 40 percent of the academic users are graduate or advanced undergraduate students, working as part of a professor’s scientific team and getting an unparalleled exposure to cutting edge research. These facilities thus play an important role in developing the future scientific workforce.

Overwhelmingly, however, the rationale for the continuing investment in shared research facilities is their utility in advancing knowledge and enabling improved technology. Highlights of the facilities and their impact include:

> Shared neutron research facilities. Both neutron sources are located at DOE’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory. One consists of a nuclear reactor that produces multiple beams of low-energy neutrons that are especially useful for examining nano-scale
Top: Protons accelerated by this underground linear accelerator at Oak Ridge National Laboratory are collided with a mercury target, generating high-energy pulses of neutrons that are directed into multiple beamlines for research into the properties of materials. (Genevieve Martin / Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Bottom: Columbia University researchers using a beamline from the neutron source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to analyze a suspension bridge cable and how it might fail under stress, in order to facilitate design of better cables. (Genevieve Martin / Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

materials and biological molecules. The reactor is also used to produce radioactive medical isotopes, including one that was recently approved to treat prostate cancer. A second neutron source is powered by an accelerator that smashes high-energy protons into liquid metal targets to generate intense pulses of high-energy neutrons, a technique pioneered earlier with BES support at Argonne National Laboratory. The Oak Ridge pulsed neutron source feeds 19 different beamlines and, for the last decade, has been far the most powerful neutron source in the world.

Neutrons are used both to identify the location of atoms within a material and to study how they move. Because neutrons are tiny magnets, they are also uniquely useful in studying magnetic properties. Because of their penetrating power, pulsed neutron beams have been used by auto companies to look inside an operating gasoline engine and confirm the stability of its aluminum alloy; they have also been used to analyze the stress and strain of bridge cables. Neutrons also turn out to be ideal to study the behavior of light elements such as the lithium ions in batteries, leading to significant improvements in battery performance.

> Shared X-ray research facilities. The five BES-supported facilities are located at National Laboratories in California, Illinois, and New York. The facilities are immense, because they accelerate electrons close to the speed of light and, in most facilities, store them in a magnetic ring large enough to encircle a football stadium, before converting them to intense beams of X-rays. Like X-rays in a dentist’s office, but a billion times more intense, the X-ray sources enable scientists to probe both the structure and the electronic properties of matter.

The X-ray sources are the most heavily used of the BES shared research facilities, reflecting their versatility. For more than two decades, the nation’s chip manufacturers have used them repeatedly to improve the tools for semiconductor circuit manufacturing at ever-smaller dimensions—research initially funded by a DOD research agency and then by an industry consortium. X-ray sources have been used to study and help improve lithium ion batteries and metal-oxide catalysts that can facilitate production
of fuels and petrochemicals. The X-ray pulses are so fast they can "freeze" the motion of the fuel being injected into an automotive engine at 1,500 feet per second, enabling engineers to optimize injector designs that have improved engine efficiency and reduced emissions.

The X-ray sources have also become an essential tool for biomedical science—a development that was not anticipated—because they enable both university scientists and pharma companies to analyze and understand the structure of complex biological molecules. The outcome has been transformative, resulting in four Nobel Prizes and in the development of the majority of drug candidates now undergoing clinical trials. Recent results include new drugs for leukemia, melanoma, and diabetes, as well as a new vaccine for the deadly Lassa virus that infects hundreds of thousands of West Africans every year.

> Shared nanoscale research facilities. Fully deployed only in the last decade, there are five centers located in California, New Mexico, Illinois, Tennessee, and New York. They provide users not only with nanoscale fabrication facilities and analytical tools, but also expert staff that can collaborate with researchers. That has enabled university scientists from many fields to engage in nanoscience, resulting in numerous breakthroughs in nanomaterials and discovery of new quantum phenomena. This collaboration model also led to the development—by university scientists at Berkeley and the nanoscale research centers—of advanced electron microscopes capable of "seeing" matter at subatomic scales.

Among the recent discoveries enabled by the nanoscale centers is a material using nanoparticles that can quickly absorb and release hydrogen, making it a potential storage technology for hydrogen fuel, a key step towards making fuel-cell cars a commercial reality. Researchers have also used a nanotech approach to invent a sponge that can absorb 90 times its weight in oil from water—and thus could greatly improve cleanup of oil spills. Still another promising nanotechnology is a self-healing diamond-like carbon coating for metals that is essentially frictionless—and could revolutionize lubrication and reduce wear in car engines and giant wind turbines.

Shared research facilities on the scale described here are a U.S. invention, but there is growing competition from Europe—which has some even more advanced X-ray sources and is building an advanced neutron source—and from China. What remains unique about the BES facilities, however, is that they are located at DOE national laboratories, enabling a close coupling among scientists from the laboratories, the scientific staff of the facilities, and the visiting scientists who use the research tools. That, and the broader culture of sharing and cooperation among scientists working on similar problems—facilitated by long-term BES support—remains a unique U.S. advantage.
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Professor Persis Drell  
Chair, Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee  
Provost  
Bldg 10  
Stanford University  
Stanford, California 94305

Dear Professor Drell:

I very much appreciate your assuming the position of Chair of the Basic Energy Sciences Advisory Committee (BESA), effective April 1, 2017, for the duration of one year. I also want to express my sincere appreciation for your past contributions to BESAC, from leading the inaugural Committee of Visitors review for the Energy Frontier Research Centers and an Energy Innovation Hub, to bringing critical perspective of the international facility landscape to the BESAC prioritization study on future light sources.

I am writing to ask BESAC to produce, during the coming year, a report that commemorates the founding of the Basic Energy Sciences (BES) program four decades ago. The report should highlight a few outstanding examples of major scientific accomplishments emerging from BES support that have shaped the fields of BES research, with an eye toward learning from these examples to motivate BES investment strategies for the future. As history has shown, basic research advances have been the bedrock of American innovation and prosperity. These advances often gave rise to new lines of scientific inquiry and led to inventions of new technologies and industries that transformed our society. Breakthrough discoveries emerging from Federal investment can have broader impacts beyond the original field of scope and have made Federal programs, such as BES, an essential part of the Nation’s Science & Technology strategy.

The BESAC 2007 and 2015 Grand Challenge reports have identified critical research opportunities for discovery science to understand, predict, and control matter and energy. By examining past successes, I expect the new BESAC charge report to illuminate the guiding strategies and approaches that will be key to ensuring future U.S. leadership, and more generally, U.S. leadership in the full range of disciplines stewarded by BES. Even more broadly, such a report will be timely to inform the future investment strategy for the Office of Science as it contributes to fulfillment of the Department of Energy’s missions, especially in view of the Federal budget outlook. With these high-level objectives in mind, the report should provide technical details as needed for context but should be primarily concerned with the essence of each story as it relates to the larger progress of science.
I ask BESAC to consider the following questions in formulating the study plan:

- What are the major scientific accomplishments that have shaped the BES-supported disciplines in the past 40 years? How has BES contributed to these advances?
- What impacts have these advances had on the Department’s missions in energy, environment, or security?
- What are the key aspects of the BES investment strategy that have had the greatest impacts?
- Looking to the future, and building on the Grand Challenge reports, identify research areas and funding strategies to pursue those areas that could further strengthen BES in serving the DOE’s missions.

I would appreciate receiving a written report by July 31, 2018.

Sincerely,

J. Stephen Binkley
Acting Director
Office of Science

cc: Harriet Kung, SC-22
    Katie Runkles, SC-22
PROCEDURE FOR CREATING THIS REPORT

Solicitation of Stories

Email messages were sent to approximately 1,700 members of the BES community asking them to recommend stories with the following template:

Template for 40th Anniversary Story

In two pages or less, describe the story you propose. Below are some questions to help guide your description.

Story Title: _______________________________________________________

Name and contact information: ______________________________________

1. What is the new science discovered and to what extent was it supported by BES? Who is the best source of further information? Please include contact information.

2. What are the applications of this science that support DOE’s mission? Who is the best source of further information on the applications and their importance or economic impact? Please include contact information.

3. For this story, who are the heroes? What challenges did they need to overcome? How has BES contributed to the researchers’ careers? How has this benefited the Nation’s scientific enterprise? If you can provide contact information for the heroes, please do so.

4. BES uses several different mechanisms of funding research including single-investigators, EFRCs and Hubs. It supports research at national laboratories and at universities. Which of these mechanisms was important and why?

5. BES has built and operated a portfolio of user facilities. What does the story tell us about the value of those facilities, the policies and procedures BES uses for their construction, operation and access by the community?

6. BES has a tradition of long-term commitment to the investigators it supports. What does the story tell us about the advantages and disadvantages of this tradition?

7. What role, if any, did advisory committees play in this story?

8. There is far more global competition in science in 2017 than in 1977. What does the story tell us about this change and the challenges BES will face in the future?

9. Important discoveries often result from interplay of various research fields and the importance of a strong research base across the board. What fields outside those funded by BES played a role in this science? What other funding agencies were involved and how?
Selection of Stories

Approximately 65 story proposals were received and were divided up for rating by subcommittee members. Each member was assigned 9-10 stories to rate on a scale of 1–3: 1—good, 2—marginal, 3—poor. At the first subcommittee meeting, on October 17, 2017, the subcommittee discussed the story submissions and found that most were not suitable as written, but themes emerged by combining them. The subcommittee chose nine stories to begin writing. (One of these was later divided into two.)

The committee chair visited 11 congressional staff members, one former congressional staff member, two administration officials and one former administration official during October 24–26, 2017. This provided guidance about how the stories should be written to be most helpful to the Congress and the administration.

For each of the ten stories, the science writer, Allen Hammond, interviewed scientists knowledgeable about the topic. The scientists who contributed are acknowledged elsewhere in this report. Once Hammond completed a draft of a story, it was reviewed both by some of the sources and by one subcommittee member, for accuracy and readability. It was then reviewed by BES, to assure that BES support was appropriately credited and that other DOE offices and other agencies were also credited if appropriate. The draft stories were then posted for public comment prior to the community workshop held on January 17, 2018 in Rockville.

The goal of the workshop was to generate findings and recommendations for the report and to assure that these were justified by the stories. Two new stories were also proposed based on discussions at the workshop and then written and reviewed by the process outlined above.

The subcommittee held its last in-person meeting on February 12, 2018. Each draft story was refereed by a second member of the subcommittee in preparation for this meeting. The committee finalized the findings and approved versions of the stories to be submitted in a draft report to BESAC on March 22, 2018.

BESAC accepted the report subject to changes proposed at the March 22, 2018 meeting. In particular, the findings and recommendations were revised and some changes were made in the stories to improve them.
7:30 Registration/Breakfast

8:30 Welcome and Introduction
Steve Binkley, Deputy Director for Science Programs, Office of Science
Harriet Kung, Associate Director of Science for Basic Energy Sciences

8:45 Workshop Process and Goals
Marc Kastner, Science Philanthropy Alliance

9:00 Story 1: Thom Dunning (U Washington/PNNL), Supercomputing

9:15 Story 2: John Sarrao (LANL), Materials Under Extremes

9:30 Story 3: Peter Green (NREL), Materials: From IT to Energy

9:45 Story 4: Brian Kobilka (Stanford, by video), X-rays and Health

10:00 BREAK

10:15 Story 11 (new idea): Michelle Buchanan (ORNL), Environmental Management

10:30 Story 12 (new idea): Joel Moore (UC-Berkeley/LBNL), Quantum Information Science

10:45 Remaining stories 5–9
(User Facilities, Nanoscience, Millie Dresselhaus, Superconductivity, Molecular Catalysis), and other ideas for new stories: Marc Kastner (Science Philanthropy Alliance)

11:15 Breakout sessions
2 in parallel: recommendations for the report based on Stories #1–9 and identify need for new stories

1. Session on Mission (Thom Mason, Battelle): How well is BES serving the DOE missions of energy, environment and security, and how well is it supporting the missions of other agencies? How well are discoveries in BES being transferred to other DOE offices and to industry for commercialization?

2. Session on Process (Eric Isaacs, U Chicago): How good is the balance in BES’s support of facilities, research at labs and research at universities—and how well do BES facilities support and advance the research of both lab scientists and university faculty? How well is BES supporting scientific workforce development? How well are the various funding mechanisms—single PIs, EFRCs, Hubs—supporting the research needed to meet DOE’s mission?

12:15 WORKING LUNCH (in breakout groups)

1:15 Combined session to discuss report recommendations and new story ideas

2:15 BREAK

2:30 Workshop Summary
(Reconvene back to larger group to review the day, summarize recommendations, decide on new stories to be developed further, identify volunteers for related tasks)

3:30 Workshop Adjourned
ABOUT THIS REPORT

This report is intended to highlight outstanding examples of major scientific accomplishments emerging from 40 years of Basic Energy Sciences (BES) research support, including how these discoveries have helped fulfill the Department of Energy's mission and have led to new technologies and industries that contribute to American innovation and prosperity. By examining past successes, this report seeks to illuminate guiding strategies and approaches that will be critical to ensuring future U.S. leadership.

On the Cover
High Performance Computing is now an essential tool for cutting-edge science, for national security applications, and throughout industry. Critical to U.S. success in this area has been the development of specialized software for specific types of problems that can distribute the computations across tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of processing units and manage the data flow between them. The Department of Energy's Basic Energy Sciences office played a critical early role in such software development—to model chemical reactions, to analyze the properties of complex materials such as metal alloys, and to simulate combustion (which involves modeling the flow of air and fuel and, simultaneously, the chemistry of combustion). Shown on the cover is a snapshot of a supercomputer simulation of combustion done by Jackie Chen and Yuki Minamoto of Sandia National Laboratories, one of many undertaken to understand the processes that control how fuel burns when injected into an engine. Over the last two decades, such simulations combined with laboratory experiments have helped automotive engineers dramatically reduce pollutant emissions from diesel engines while also improving their energy efficiency.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.

The report is available on-line at:
https://science.energy.gov/bes/community-resources/reports/
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